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Abstract The Gaia methodology (Wooldridge et al., 2000) has been the �rst com-
plete methodology for the analysis and design of multiagent systems.
However, the original version of Gaia su�ered from the limitations of be-
ing suitable for the analysis and design of closed multiagent systems and
of adopting non-standard notation techniques. For these reasons, several
extensions to the basic Gaia methodology has been recently proposed.
In this chapter, we summarize the key characteristics of the original Gaia
methodology and present three extensions that have been proposed to
Gaia to overcome its limitations and to make it more suitable for the
development of open multiagent systems in complex environments.
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1. Introduction

Gaia has been the �rst complete methodology being proposed to guide
the process of developing a multiagent system from analysis to design.

The �rst version of Gaia, described in (Wooldridge et al., 2000),
emphasizes the necessity to identify proper agent-oriented abstractions
around which to center multiagent systems development process. In
particular, it outlines the suitability of the organizational metaphor, in
which a multiagent systems is conceived as a computational organization
of agents, each playing speci�c roles in the organization, and cooperating

with each other towards the achievement of a common application (i.e.,
organizational) goal.

Although the Gaia methodology has been quite inuential in the past
few years, it su�ers from several limitations that may undermine the
possibility of e�ectively adopting it for the majority of real-world mul-
tiagent scenarios.

A �rst limitation refers to the fact that Gaia, in the original proposal,
is suited only to drive the analysis and design of closed multiagent sys-

tems, in which agents must be benevolent to each other and willing to
cooperate. Unfortunately, this is not the case of most of today's agent
systems, where agents can belong to di�erent stakeholders and can ex-
press self-interest in actions.

A second limitation relates to the fact that the notation proposed by
Gaia to model and represents a multiagent system and its components
appears not suitable to tackle the complexities of real-world systems and,
even worse, is not inspired by accepted software engineering standards.

As a consequence of the above limitations, improvements to the basic
Gaia methodology have been proposed in order to both capture the char-
acteristics of open multiagent systems in complex open environments
and to improve its notation techniques. This chapter shortly presents
the original original version of the Gaia methodology and three proposals
for extensions: two proposals extend the basic process of Gaia to make
it suitable for open multiagent systems, while a third proposal attempts
to integrate in Gaia standard notation techniques.

To exemplify the concepts expressed in this chapter, we exploit a sim-
ple running example in the area of agent-mediated marketplaces, as a typ-
ical example of an open multiagent system in which agents may exhibit
self-interested behaviors. In agent-mediated marketplaces, agents inter-
ested in buying and selling speci�c classes of goods will meet together to
access an environment made up of \wanted requests" and \sales o�ers",
and in which transactions typically take place in the forms of open public
auctions. Agents meeting at a marketplace will form dynamic and open
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Figure 1.1. Models in the Gaia methodology (Wooldridge et al., 2000)

organizations in which agents themselves can play roles such as \client"
and \provider" when publishing requests and o�ers for goods, as well
as roles such as \bidder" and \supplier" when subsequently involved in
an auction. The intrinsic openness of the marketplace, where di�erent
agents each with its own goals may enter to negotiate, introduces the
issues of controlling proper ways to conduct negotiations, i.e., avoiding
agents cheating with each other. Moreover, it is possible to conceive
several interacting organizations to co-exist in a marketplace. For ex-
ample, one could have two independent organizations for dealing with
the auction phase and the subsequent payment and delivery phases.

2. Gaia in a Nutshell

The �rst version of the Gaia methodology is described in (Wooldridge
et al., 2000). The scope of the methodology includes the analysis and
design phase, and it exclude both collection of speci�cations (it is applied
after the requirements are gathered and speci�ed) and implementation.
In general, the Gaia process consists in orderly constructing a series

of models, as shown in Figure 1.1, aimed at describing both the macro
(societal) aspects and the micro (intra-agent) aspects of a multi-agent
system, generally conceived as an organized society of individuals (i.e.,
a computational organization of autonomous entities). In the analysis
phase, the role model and the interaction model are constructed, to de-
pict the system as a set of interacting abstract roles. These two models
are then used as input to the design stage, in which an agent model, a
services model, and an acquaintance model are de�ned to form a com-
plete design speci�cation of the multiagent system to be used for the
subsequent implementation phase (not dealt with by Gaia).
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Table 1.1. Partial syntax of liveness properties

Operator Interpretation

x :y x followed by y
x j y x or y occurs
x! x occurs inde�nitely often
[x ] x is optional
x k y x and y interleaved

2.1 Analysis with Gaia

In the analysis stage, roles in the system are identi�ed, and their
interactions are modeled.

Roles are abstract constructs used to conceptualize and understand
the system, with no concrete counterpart in the implemented system.
In Gaia, all roles are atomic constructs and cannot be de�ned in terms
of other roles. A role schema is intended to be a semi-formal description
of an agent's behavior, and the collection of role schemas for a system
de�ne the complete role model. For each role, a role schema is de�ned
in terms of four attributes: permissions, responsibilities, activities and
protocols.

Permissions express the environmental resources available to the role,
usually in terms of some information that the role can read, write or
create. The permissions specify both what the role can and cannot use.

Responsibilities of a role de�ne the role's actual functionality. There
are two types of responsibilities, safety and liveness properties. Safety
properties are properties that the agent acting on the role must always
preserve. These are expressed as predicates over the variables/resources
in the permissions of the role, specifying the legal values these vari-
ables/resources can take. Liveness properties describe the "lifecycle" or
generalized behavior pattern of the role. Liveness properties are repre-
sented by a regular expression (see Table 1.1 for the syntax of liveness
properties) over the sets of activities and protocols the role executes.
There, activities are intended to represent those tasks or actions a role
can take without interacting with other roles, while protocols are tasks
or actions a role can take that involve interaction with other roles.

For our running example of the agent marketplace, it is possible to
identify �ve possible roles: Client, Bidder, Provider, Supplier, and Auc-
tioneer. In an actual implementation of the system, it is expected that
the roles Client and Bidder will be played by some buyer agents, Pro-
vided and Supplier by some seller agents, and that the role Actioneer
will be played by some auctioneer agents. However, the Gaia analysis
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Role Schema: Bidder

Description:
Evaluating sellers' o�ers and making a price o�er for a service and/or goods
in the Auction model.

Protocols and Activities:

ReceiveCfO, Not-Understood, PriceO�er

Permissions:

reads o�ers // o�ers from the seller
changes o�erevaluation // evaluation of the sellers' o�ers

price // price proposed

Responsibilities

Liveness:

Bidder = (ServiceProposal)

Safety:

Figure 1.2. Schema for role Bidder

Role Schema: Supplier

Description:
Proposing a service and/or goods in the Auction model.

Protocols and Activities:

ServiceProposal, ReceiveApproval

Permissions:

changes o�erde�nition // service and/or good proposed

Responsibilities

Liveness:

Supplier = (ServiceProposal)

Safety:

Figure 1.3. Schema for role Supplier

phase abstracts from the presence of agents playing speci�c roles, an is-
sue that is dealt with in the design phase. Below, three of those schemas
are presented according to the Gaia notation.
Taking a closer look, in Figure 1.4 an Auctioneer needs to access the

o�er presented by a seller and to propose to the seller the highest price
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Role Schema: Auctioneer

Description:
Mediating between suppliers and bidders in the Auction model.

Protocols and Activities:
ServiceProposed, O�ers, ReceivePriceO�ers, PriceEvaluation, AcceptPrice,
AskForNewBid, Inform

Permissions:

reads o�erde�nition // the o�er made by the seller
changes price // the highest proposed price

Responsibilities

Liveness:

Auctioneer = (ServiceProposed:
O�ers:ReceivePriceO�ers:

PriceEvaluation:(AcceptPricejAskForNewBid))�

Safety:
number of price proposals >= 1

Figure 1.4. Schema for role Auctioneer

o�ered by bidders, as stated in its permissions. The liveness expression,
that may occur 0 or more times, speci�es that whenever an agent imple-
menting the Auctioneer role receives a proposal of a service (by means of
the ServiceProposed protocol), it then o�ers (using the O�ers protocol)
this proposal to the agents ful�lling the bidders role, it receives price
o�ers (using the ReceivePriceO�ers protocol) from the set of bidding
agents, and then may accept the price or ask for a new bid, using the
AcceptPrice or AskForNewBid protocols respectively. The safety ex-
pression states that an agent playing the Auctioneer role needs at least
one price proposal.

In addition to the role model, the Gaia anlysis phase include the
de�nition of an interaction model, including a protocol de�nition for
each protocol of each role in the system. More attention is paid to the
nature and purpose of the interaction than to the sequence of execution
steps and message exchanges. In fact, the protocol de�nition describes
the high-level purpose of the protocol, ignoring implementation details
such as the sequence of messages exchanged. In particular, the protocol
de�nition is a simple table detailing the role initiating the protocol, the
role in charge of responding to it, the input and output information
processed in the protocol, as well as a brief textual description of the
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Figure 1.5. A sample agent model

type of information processing taking place during the execution of this
protocol.

2.2 Design with Gaia

In the design phase, the abstract constructs of the analysis stage, i.e.,
the roles and protocols represented in the role and interaction models,
are mapped into concrete constructs, i.e., into the agent types that will
be instantiated at runtime.
Gaia requires three models to be produced in the design phase (see

Figure 1.1): the agent model specifying the types of agents to form
the actual system, the service model specifying the services to be im-
plemented by these agent types, and an acquaintance model depicting
communication links between agent types.
Assigning the roles to agent types creates the agent model. Each

agent type may be assigned one or more roles. For each agent type,
the designer annotates the cardinality of agent instances of that type at
runtime. Figure 1.5 shows a sample agent model where IBM takes both
the Supplier role and the Bidder role.
In Gaia, a service is simply a coherent block of functionality, neutral

with respect to implementation details. The service model lists services
that agent types provide. The services are derived from the activities and
protocols of the roles. For each service, four attributes must be speci�ed,
namely the inputs, outputs, pre-conditions and post-conditions. They
are easily derived from attributes such as protocol input, from the role
model and the interaction model.
The acquaintance model is a directed graph between agent types. An

arc from A to B signals the existence of a communication link allowing A
to send messages to B. The purpose is to allow the designer to visualize
the degree of coupling between agent types. In this model, further details
such as message types are ignored.
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2.3 Limitations

Gaia was designed to handle small-scale, closed agent-based systems.
Consequently, it has weaknesses that render it inappropriate for engi-
neering complex open systems like agents marketplaces. Speci�cally,
Gaia has the following limitations:

1 Gaia cannot explicitly model and represent important social as-
pects of a multi-agent system. Among them, Gaia cannot explic-
itly model the organizational structure of the agents in the system,
or alternatively, the architecture of the system with merely non-
recursive roles. It also lacks the ability to explicitly model the
social goals, social tasks or organizational rules within an organi-
zation of agents. These factors, together with the fact that Gaia
implicitly assumes all agents to be cooperative, make it clearly
unsuitable for open agents systems.

2 Gaia employs Gaia-speci�c notations for representing roles and
protocols. Also, these notations { although simple and easy to
catch { may be somewhat poor for expressing complex problems
such as, e.g., complex multi-phase interaction protocols.

In addition, a number of further limitations can be identi�ed. although
these will be dealt less extensively by this paper, such as: the lack of re-
quirements modeling phase, the lack of appropriate environmental mod-
eling, and the lack of domain knowledge modeling.

3. Gaia v.2

The oÆcial extension of Gaia, to which we will refer here as Gaia
v.2, extends Gaia based on the key consideration that an organization
is more than a simply a collection of roles, as it was considered in the
�rst version of Gaia, and that additional organizational abstractions are
to be identi�ed (Zambonelli et al., 2003).

In particular, in Gaia v.2, in addition to roles and protocols, the
environment in which a multiagent system is immersed is elected to a
primary analysis and design abstraction. The environment abstraction
explicitly speci�es all the entities and resources a multiagent system may
interact with to reach the organizational goal. In the original version of
Gaia, the description of the environment was implicit in the de�nition of
the permissions associated to role, a choice that does not promote a clear
understanding of the overall system and that is of no help to capture
those interactions between agents that may occur via the mediation of
the environment.
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In addition to the environmental model, two further organizational
abstractions comes into play in Gaia v.2, namely, the organizational
rules and the organizational structures.
Organizational rules aim to specify some constraints that the organi-

zation will have to observe. Organizational rules may be global (con-
cerned with all the roles and protocols), or just concerned with the rela-
tions between some roles, between some protocols, or between some roles
and protocols in the multiagent system. Organizational rules allow the
system designer to explicitly de�ne when and under which conditions a
new agent may participate in the organization, which is its position, as
well as which behaviors are acceptable as self-interested expressions and
which ones have instead to be prevented by the organization.
Organizational structures, on the other hand, aim to make explicit

the overall architecture of the systems (the position of each role in the
organization and its relations with other roles) and its choice, a choice
that was instead implicitly de�ned by the role model in the original Gaia.
Organizational rules and organizational structures are strictly related,

in that organizational rules may help designers in the identi�cation of
organization structures that more naturally suit these rules. In this
sense, Gaia v. 2 recognizes that the role model should explicitly derive
from the choice of the organizational structure, and not viceversa.
Considering all the above, an overview of the Gaia v. 2 methodology

with its models and their relationships is presented in Figure 1.12.

3.1 Analysis in Gaia v.2

The analysis phase includes the identi�cation of:

The goals of the organizations that constitute the overall system
and their expected global behavior. At this step it is important
to identify useful decomposition of the global organization into
sub-organizations.

The environmental model that represents the environment (in terms
of computational variables/resources) in which the multiagent sys-
tem will be situated.

The preliminary roles model. As in the original version of Gaia,
the notion of roles abstracts from any mapping into agents (this
issue will be considered in the design phase). However, in Gaia v.2,
the analysis has to avoid the imposition of a speci�c organizational
structure implicitly de�ned via the role model. Instead, Gaia v.2
prescribes to leave the role model incomplete (i.e., with some of
the inter-role interactions not identi�ed), since only an accurate
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Figure 1.6. Models of Gaia v.2 and their Relationships (Zambonelli et al., 2003)

identi�cation of the organizational structure { to take place in the
design phase { will enable to understand exactly which roles will
interact with which others.

The preliminary interaction model, which, as in the case of the
role model, abstract away from the organizational structure and
has thus to be preliminary (e.g., with some of the partners in a
protocol unde�ned).

The organizational rules that govern the organization in its global
behavior. Such rules impose constraints on the execution activities
of roles and protocols. They are fundamentals to eÆciently specify
how, in an open multiagent system, external self-interested agents
can execute without undermining the overall consistency of the
developing multiagent system.

The output of the analysis phase consists of four basic models: (i) the
environmental model; (ii) a preliminary roles model; (iii) a preliminary
interactions model; and (iv) a set of organizational rules.
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3.2 Design in Gaia v.2

The design phase includes the following sub-phases:

De�nition of the overall architecture of the systems, i.e., of the or-
ganizational structure, taking care that it accommodates all pre-
liminary roles and interactions identi�ed in the analysis phase, and
taking care that the adopted structure facilitates the enactment of
the organizational rules.

A great number of di�erent organizational structures may be avail-
able for designers to better deal with functional and eÆciency re-
quirements. Nevertheless, it is highly probable that a reduced
subset of these structures are normally adopted. This opens up
the opportunity to exploit, in this phase, existing catalogs of or-
ganizational patterns.

Revision and completion of the preliminary role and interaction
models, on the basis of the adopted organizational structure.

De�nition of the agent model specifying agent types (a set of agent
roles) and agent instances, as in the original version of Gaia.

De�nition of the services model, as in the original version of Gaia,
to specify the main services (blocks of activities with their pre-
and post-conditions) that agent types have to provide.

3.3 Discussion

The general framework of Gaia v.2 exploits consistently novel orga-
nizational abstractions to overcomes some of the limitations identi�ed
in the original version of Gaia. Speci�cally, Gaia v.2 is more oriented
to designing and building systems in complex, open environments. It
is easy to see, in fact, that the explicit adoption of an environmental
model, of the organizational rules and of the organizational structures,
enables capturing and modeling the agent marketplace example in a
more e�ective and exible way.
The need to request goods and/or a service usually implies, in agent

marketplaces, the request for a set of o�ers by sellers, and receipt of
the o�ers, and the evaluation by the buyer, after which the service pro-
vision is assigned to the winner. However, the choice of which speci�c
process to adopt for this transactions represents an important design
choice, that should be made explicit, as in Gaia v.2, and that require
a proper identi�cation of the environmental characteristics and of the
organizational rules .
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In a closed system, making buyer and sellers interact directly, without
the mediation of any auctioneer agents, may be satisfactory since not
self-interested behavior is likely to occur. However, in an open system,
speci�c organizational rules may be identi�ed that should rule the in-
teractions between roles and that should drive the identi�cation of the
organizational structures. If we assume that agents are not benevolent
to each other (as in real-world open auctions), the need to properly con-
straints the way agents negotiate (e.g., via a rule requiring buyers to
submit bids to sellers in an ordered and monothonically increasing way)
may require adopting an organizational structure in which a central role
is given to an agent playing the Auctioneer role. Also, the explicit rep-
resentation of the environment (i.e., a computational environment made
up of goods, prices, bids) may enable identifying some problems such as,
e.g., the fact that speci�c bids should not be made public or should not
changed arbitrarily by agents.

4. The ROADMAP Methodology

Another extension to Gaia is the ROADMAP one, proposed at the
University of Melbourne and �rstly described in (Juan et al., 2002). It
also is worth outlining that { although coherency of presentation requires
to introduce Gaia v.2 before ROADMAP in this chapter { ROADMAP
has been proposed earlier in time than Gaia v.2.

ROADMAP started as an attempt to extend the original version of
Gaia with: a dynamic role hierarchy (as a way to deal with open agent
systems), additional models to explicitly describe the agent environment
(as Gaia v.2 does), and the agent knowledge (a feature that is very
important in intelligent agent systems and that is neglected by both
Gaia and Gaia v.2). From Gaia, ROADMAP inherits { other than the
basic underlying process model { the organizational view on multiagent
systems, and the basic de�nitions of roles, protocols, agents and services.
However, over time the semantics of these concepts in ROADMAP has
become quite di�erent from Gaia, so that ROADMAP can, to some
extent, be considered a methodology on its own.

In ROADMAP, a system is viewed as an organization of agents, con-
sisting of a role hierarchy and an agent hierarchy (Figure 1.6).

The role hierarchy is the speci�cation of the system, representing the
correct behaviour of agents. The agent hierarchy is the implementation
of the system, providing the actual functionalities. The role hierar-
chy constraints the agent hierarchy in the same way as organizational
structures, responsibilities and business procedures constrains individu-
als in a human organization. To some extent, the role hierarchy plays in
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Figure 1.7. System viewed as a computational organization made up of the role
hierarchy and the agent hierarchy

Figure 1.8. Message passing between agents via their roles

ROADMAP a similar role that organizational structures and organiza-
tional rules plays, altogether, in Gaia v.2.
Roles and protocols, as in Gaia, are �rst class entities in ROADMAP

that, unlike in Gaia (and in Gaia v.2), have concrete runtime realization
in ROADMAP. In a ROADMAP organization, in fact, agents interact by
message passing, while roles and protocols act as message �lters (Figure
1.7).
Figure 1.7 shows an example of oÆcial interaction in an organization

between Agent A and Agent B. The message from Agent A is �rst sent
to and validated by its role. If all constraints are satis�ed, the message
propagates to Agent B's role. After the message is validated, Agent B
receives the message and can now respond to it. As part of the organi-
zational arrangement, the message is also forwarded to Agent C's role
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Figure 1.9. Re-routing interaction with protocols

and to Agent C after validation for monitoring purpose. If the message
fails to satisfy constraints from any roles concerned, the message will be
rejected and actions will be taken to handle the error. This mechanism
ensures the interaction respects perspectives of all roles involved. Direct
message passing between agents are considered private and does not
have the same oÆcial status in the organization. In some organizations,
private interaction is not desirable and maybe forbidden.

Protocols are reusable message patterns. As concrete runtime entities,
they can be reasoned and manipulated, e�ectively re-routing the inter-
action without a�ecting the agent services (in grey) behind the protocols
(Figure 1.8). Thus, ROADMAP overcomes the rather poor notation for
protocols adopted by Gaia and inherited by Gaia v.2.

Figure 1.9 shows an example ROADMAP role. The main improve-
ments from Gaia roles are:

1 The new Sub-Roles attributes that use the aggregation semantics
for building a role hierarchy recursively. The "involves" keyword
relates sub-role attributes to parent role attributes. For example, a
parent role safety condition is maintained if and only if all involved
sub-role safety conditions are maintained.

2 The new knowledge attributes that associate knowledge compo-
nents with roles.

3 Use of keywords "before", "during" and "after" to limit the appli-
cability of attributes to a liveness state or a protocol. This allows
pre / post conditions and invariants of protocols to be de�ned and
the implementing services constrained at runtime. �ne-grain

4 Evaluation functions such as Pro�t Margin are speci�ed. The func-
tions serve as oÆcial measure of agent performance. The Goals
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Figure 1.10. A sample ROADMAP role de�nition

attribute nominate the correct evaluation functions for agents to
optimize at a given state. These functions can be implemented in
any roles, agents or resources.

5 The permission attribute can now include read or modify access to
other roles or protocols, allowing the organization to be changed
at runtime given the proper authorization.

The key ROADMAP concepts are outlined in the ROADMAP meta-
model (see Figure 1.10)
Figure 1.11 shows the structure of the ROADMAP models. The mod-

els are grouped into three categories. The environment model and the
knowledge model contain reusable high-level domain information. The
use-case model, interaction model, role model, agent model and acquain-
tance model are application speci�c. The protocol model and service
models describe potentially reusable low-level software components.
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Figure 1.11. The ROADMAP meta-model

Figure 1.12. Models in the ROADMAP methodology
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5. Extending Gaia with AUML

Gaia notation for representing roles, protocols, and multiagent organi-
zations in their whole { a notation which is not substantially enriched or
extended in Gaia v.2 { is quite poor and unlikely to be widely accepted
for industry solutions. The gap from industrial practice is quite evident
with respect to the speci�cation of agent interactions, as pointed out in
(Shehory and Sturm, 2001). In e�ect, the Gaia protocol model notation
considers all the relevant aspects of a protocol but may be too extensive
to specify (one model for every interaction). Further the notation is
quite informal and not based on a standard accepted by industry. Al-
though ROADMAP partially overcomes these problems by introducing
richer notations, the possibility to adhere to existing standard notations
has to be evaluated.

5.1 AUML: Key Concepts

Our proposed extension is to re-use Agent UML (AUML) (Bauer
et al., 2001), a set of extensions to UML notation that have been pro-
posed for modeling agent-based systems. AUML builds on the acknowl-
edged success of UML in supporting industrial-strength software engi-
neering. The core part of AUML is the Agents Interaction Protocol
(AIP). Protocols in AIP are speci�ed by means of protocol diagrams
(extended sequence diagrams) that allow designers to specify extended
message semantics, parameterized nested protocols, and protocol tem-
plates.
The key ideas of AUML that may be integrated into Gaia to enrich

its expressiveness in specify agent interactions are:

1 The protocol can be regarded as a whole entity and treated as a
package. AUML considers an AIP as a template, whose parameters
may be roles, constraints, and communication acts. This template
approach expresses in a more compact way and UML-like notation
the same semantics of the Gaia protocol notation, but it is easier
to visualize.

2 Each protocol implies inter-agent interactions that are described
using sequence diagram, activity diagrams, and statecharts. AUML
extends sequence diagram notation in order to represent Agents
(and eventually their Class) and their Roles, and to support con-
current threads of interactions. The activity diagram, particularly
useful for complex interaction protocols that involve concurrent
processing, and statecharts are used to specify the internal behav-
ior of an agent.
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AUML proposes other extensions to UML in order to better capture
richer role speci�cation, packages with agent interfaces, deployment di-
agrams indicating mobility, emergence, etc. However, those notations
are less rich then those proposed for AIP and some of them are poor
compared with Gaia notations For example, role speci�cation in Gaia is
more expressive, formal and includes more relevant aspects (permissions
and responsibilities) than proposed in AUML.

Moreover, AUML is not a thorough methodology and does not cover
all the abstraction proposed by Gaia v.2. Speci�cally, AUML o�ers a
quite poor notation in covering the organizational structures and does
not consider the organizational rules (Parunak and Odell, 2001). It
presents some barriers to adapt to complex and open systems with self-
interested behavior.

5.2 The Gaia Interactions Model in AUML

The proposed notation of Gaia for protocols is quite informal. Thus,
instead of the Gaia notation, we introduce the use of AIP notation pro-
posed by AUML. This implies that a protocol must be described as a
sequence of actions and message interactions and may contain a set of
atomic protocols as de�ned in Gaia. In the agents marketplace exam-
ple we have considered two protocols for the contract phase: one for
the "Wanted Request" model and one for the "Auction" model. For
space reasons we present just the package and the activity diagrams for
"Auction" protocol, avoiding the statechart.

In Figure 1.13 and 1.14 it is possible to observe the protocol specifying
an Auction model with its respective activity diagram. It states that
when the Supplier proposes a service, the Auctioneer o�ers it to the
Bidder looking for the best price. Meanwhile, a Bidder may inform the
Auctioneer that he has not understood the proposal or may present a
price o�er. Once the Auctioneer has evaluated the price it may accept
it informing the Supplier, or reject it asking for new bid.

The integration of AUML within Gaia leads to a richer notation
for the speci�cation of protocols and inter-agent interactions since the
AUML notation introduces di�erent advantages. First, it speci�es a
distinguished set of agent instances satisfying the agent role and class it
belongs to; while Gaia just speci�es the role. Second, it is more compact
specifying in a single diagram a sequence of actions and messages inter-
actions which may contain a set of atomic protocols as de�ned in Gaia.
Third, AUML is more formal and allows the speci�cation of time order-
ing of messages between agents. Finally, AUML notation introduces an
opportunity for agents to select a path in the interaction according to
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A3/Supplier:Seller A4/ Auctionner:Autioneer A5/Bidder:Buyer

service proposed

new bid

service proposedservice proposedservice proposed offers

deadline

price evaluation

inform

return to "new 
bid"

Auction Net ProtocolAuction
Initiation

X

X

Supplier, auctioneer, bidder

deadline

service proposed, offers, not
understood, price offer, price
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Figure 1.13. The auction model protocol

their goals. The latter two aspects are described in Gaia using natural
language, introducing possible ambiguities and misunderstandings.

6. Open Issues

Although the above described extensions are important steps towards
the improvement of the Gaia methodology, several other directions for
improvements can be identi�ed.
One of these directions related to the modeling and speci�cation of the

multiagent systems environment. To model the environment, Gaia uses
a notation inspired by FUSION for operation schemata (Coleman et al.,
1994) complemented (in Gaia v. 2) by a graphical representation of the
spatial, physical, or logical relationships between environment resources
and agents. Other authors give increasing importance to environment
modeling, which may be captured using traditional object diagrams (see
for example (Parunak and Odell, 2001)). However, in most of the cases
(as well as in Gaia) these representations fails in properly capturing the
dynamic aspects of the environment. Multiagent systems environments
may have their own dynamics, which can notably inuence the execu-
tion of a multiagent system, and such dynamics should be deserved a
speci�c modeling for the analysis and design of a multiagent system to
be e�ective.
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Figure 1.14. The auction model protocol activity diagram

In addition, the organizational structures in Gaia are currently mod-
eled using a simple, non standard, notation, simply expressing relation-
ships among roles (or agents) and complemented by graphical represen-
tations and textual comments aimed at enriching the semantics. These
representation, as well as the representation of the organizational rules
(currently exploiting FUSION-like notation and temporal logic), may be
improved.

Another important limitation refers to the lack, in Gaia, of any re-
quirements modeling phase. Although ROADMAP goes in that direc-
tion by proposing the use of case models to capture functional require-
ments, this is not enough. For instance, speci�c agent methodologies
exist that gives the necessary emphasis on the requirements modeling
phase. Among them, Tropos (Bresciani et al., 2001) seems to be the
most formal, complete, and consistent. In the future, it may be use-
ful to explore the opportunity of exploiting and integrating in Gaia the
models and notations already exploited in Tropos for requirements en-
gineering.
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7. Conclusions

This chapter has summarized the key characteristics of the original
version of the Gaia methodology, and has presented three extensions that
have been proposed to it in order to overcome its limitations. On the one
hand, ROADMAP and the second version of Gaia, Gaia v.2, extend the
original methodology with additional abstractions that are necessary to
make Gaia suitable for the analysis and design of complex open agent
systems. On the other hand, a proposal to integrate the standard AUML
notation in the Gaia process can make Gaia more expressive and easier
to be accepted by software engineers.
Although the authors consider Gaia { when enriched with the exten-

sions described in this paper { as one of the most e�ective methodologies
for the analysis and design of multiagent systems, they are also aware
of several limitations currently a�ecting it For instance, the lack of a
requirements modeling phase and the need for adopting even richer and
expressive notations than Gaia and AUML currently provide may require
further research work.
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